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About This Game

Serious Sam explodes into the second dimension using everything in his arsenal to battle the abominable legions of Mental’s
horde. Pull the trigger to let the heavy ordinance fly in Serious Sam Double D XXL, a completely reloaded version of the indie

sensation Serious Sam Double D with all-new missions, weapons, enemies, and challenges. Pile on the firepower with the
revolutionary Gunstacker and fire all your weapons at once in a symphony of destruction! All that stands between victory and

annihilation is a man in a T-shirt and jeans wielding a great big pile of guns.

Key Features

Serious Action: Unleash a storm of bullets and flame against an unrelenting horde of bizarre and ferocious creatures
hell bent on bringing down the heroic Serious Sam. Clash against Mental’s army across 18 levels in three sensational
worlds from the pyramids of ancient Egypt to the volcanic chaos of Pompeii to the harsh jungles of prehistoric Earth.

Revolutionary Gunstacker: Duel-wielding is for lesser men. Serious Sam Double D’s new Gunstacker allows Serious
Sam to stack any combination of weapons one on top another and fire them all at once. Two shotguns on a laser gun and
grenade launcher? Of course. Four chainsaws and a flamethrower? Yes, please.

Legions of Bizarre Beasts: Clash against classic Serious Sam enemies like Headless Kamikazes, Gnaar, and
Biomechanoids or gun down all new monstrosities like the insane Chimputees, oddball Vuvuzelators, and the
surprisingly sexy Femikazes. Prove your worth and take down four amazingly unique bosses in epic showdowns full of
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carnage!

Challenge Rooms and Serious Secrets: Keep the action coming with a battery of action-packed challenge rooms filled
to the brim with waves of attacking beasts! Get really serious and try to uncover dozens and dozens of secrets hidden
throughout this wild world!
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Title: Serious Sam Double D XXL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mommy's Best Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital, Croteam
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Italian
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I like playing the game..

It's just I think the Etch-A Sketch is better.

. Spent 40 minutes to collect 12 coins for achievement and then did not get 10 coin achievement. IM TRIGGERED. Seriously I
am actually really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because the game is pure crap to play and the least
they could have done was give me a bit of lube with having working achievements.. I enjoyed the free roam option. Controls
could be a bit better, but it was cool to fly around my home town, blowing up aliens ships. Game did crash a couople of times,
when fluying over open water, but other than that fairly stable.
Would be really nice to have a compass, as it is easy to get turned around, especially when moving over lesser populated areas.

Was worth the price just for being able to play in the real world.. Short Review ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Only for the masochistic fighter in you.
Buy this game as a joke gift for your friends.
 IGN/10

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Full Review ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Obviously this game is a tad dated which excuses the design and graphics, but not the gameplay.
After a fustrating run of the campaign and some time spent in the challenges I pinned down the issue.
I first played difficult then easy then insane because of how the game gives less health to everyone on insane.

  *!!Combat is relative to postion!!*

  -There are no punches, kicks, or throws that can be used unless the enemy is within range (only exception is the leg cannon
kick)
  -The controls are not complicated unless you count the shift key which has all the functions of:
  ---Counter, dodge, roll, flip, bunny run, crouch, and crouch kick (This single input key makes precision movement needlessly
tedious)
  -Countering with the shift key is the core of the game since the enemies are often faster than you
  -Enemies will often counter your moves giving you an option of escaping the counter if you press the shift key within .5s
  -There is no way to predict a counter from an enemy and is often random
  -This can lead to overly long fights on Easy where enemies have more health (if you dont use the bunny kick)
  -All characters stop in their tracks to attack making combat clunky and sometimes ridiculous with multiple enemies
  -Weapons are more open to counters than punches or kicks
  ---This leads to a big game of disarm and as a result some levels make (specifically the sword) weapons useless.
  -All of this combines to make a difficulty that is already unwarranted... and then they add wolves.
  -Wolves have claws and can sprint on all fours. They cause bleed damage and they only have one reversible move.
  -Most of the difficulty can be attributed to the sheer amount of damage the wolves do.
  -Combat happens too quick for proper timing or reactions which results in using cheap moves.
  ---Cheap moves (Leg sweep into leg sweep, leg sweep into leg cannon, jump flip into assassination)---

If you change you shift key to right click you can visually see this game devolve into flipping and countering until the computer
cant keep up with you.
 Combine this with the list of cheap moves you win.

 Alot of these issues wouldnt be issues if you
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  A) Were allowed to throw free ranged punches
  B) Had a block function as well as a parry/counter function
  C) Had more visual cues or feedback on when all characters were performing a counter

This game has a fundamental basis for a fighting game but the clunky combat combined with hypersensitive AI make for a
fustrating experience.. LIARS IT WAS FUN AT FIRST I THOUGHT I COULD UNLOCK THE OTHER ANIMALS BUT
THIS ISNT THE FULL GAME ITS APPOST TO BE HALF PRICE FOR HALF GAME ITS LESS THAN HALF FOR
MORE THAN HALF OF 30$ I HAVE A GOOD REVIEW WHEN ALL ANIMALS ARE ON PC 4 FREE AND WHY DO
THEY USE PENGUINS IN THE PC TUTORIALS WHEN THERE ARE NO PENGUINS SAME AS TRAILERS ARE
ANIMALS THAT ARE NOT IN GAME AND I THINK IM THE ONLY KID THAT PURCHASED THIS WITH
ALLOWANCE AND THAT RELISES THIS SRSLY IM A 11 YEAR OLD BOY PLEASE THINK OF THE CHILDREN ME
IM THE CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Pre gameplay: Alright the objective is to sparkle space.
Post gameplay: ...you know what, space doesn't need sparkling.. bad controls. Lugaru is a strange one. It is a good indie title by
Wolfire Games which I was led to by interest in their follow up title Overgrowth. The game follows a humanoid rabbit fighting
other humanoid animals in the name of revenge.

The graphics are bad. There is no getting around that so lets move on. The 'story' is more so a collection of stages or arenas
linked together loosely by some narrative and text which isnt so much of an issue since the actual combat (the only gameplay
mechanic) is very satisfying if not a bit difficult.

However at the end of the day this game feels like a tech demo considering its short length and shallow story. The animals and
combat system do indeed make for a charming experience but with a price tag of €8.99 I simply cannot recommend this game
despite my positive memories of it. 6/10. Why I bought a DLC but my can't get Item in game. I have bought and lost money.
Please help me. I'm not good at English. Please
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This game is awesome.

The atmosphere is very reminiscient of old school platformers, and it's accompanied by a fantastic soundtrack. I have a small
amount of playtime in here but what this single dev has accomplished is just incredibly spicy.

Taking sweet little Juno through the dark mysterious tellings of this world is quite the experience, and really tells a lot through
the journey the little harmless spirit makes in this game. This game is a reminder that it's not about the destination, but the
friends we make and challenges we overcome along the way that help us grow as a person. This really spoke to me on several
levels. I sweat a lot, I laughed, I cried, but most of all I found this game to just be incredibly spicy. A real spicy meatball. The
best part about the game was when Shiv commited sudoku and I felt immediate joy in my life as Juno was once again free to
express herself without being oppressed by a giant koreaboo mongoloid who thinks all loafs are rolls.

Overall I give it a solid 8\/10 because I'm so bad at it.. After connecting four different guns together (and somehow using them
all at once) and creating a mountian of dead bodies to get out of a pit I realized one thing: this game is awesome.. I love halo, but
with this games crappy controls, and its tendancy to glitch out or some stupid clipping and boundaries issues I can't sit here and
play it. So many things wrong, so little patience for it.. It's pretty much Flatout\/Blur. Not a bad little game. Pretty fun. Im
enjoying the Linux support :). can someone help when i try to load up the game it crashes and says thee game crashed the crash
report folder named ********** nexx to the game execcutable. it would be great if you'd send it to the developers of the game!
plz help someone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. When I first saw that this game had fish shooting lasers, I thought "Ok well that's going to
ruin it right there" but then I saw the review: Positive?? How could a game where you play as a laser-fish get a positive review?
So naturally (with Steams refunding as backup) I gave it a go. Somehow I immediately fell in love with it: it's laser-fish! What
seemed stupid at the time became the greatest thing about the game.

I kept playing, and the more I played, the more I enjoyed it. Some madman (or woman) has come up with this idea and found
the backing to create it (and something this silly that's no small feat!) The effort that has been put into this was amazing, dozens
of times as many species to discover, murder with laser-fish-eyes, and become; and an ocean far bigger than I still give it credit
for, both in width and depth. (A delightful surprise when I killed a certain squid and entered the reef it guarded!! Still wrapping
my mind around that!!)

Only problem I have, and the problem is miniscule compared to the many, many good things I have to say, is that the movement
could be a lot smoother, with some easier way of moving up and down in the water. Trying to turn to blow up a crab with
homing missile laser things and finding that your school has already killed it can get a bit repetitive.

(And maybe an expanded upgrade system? Like you don't start with all the weapons you do? Or can unlock new ones?
Something like that anyway but don't worry if not, just a thought.)

All-in-all, this game was..... IS.... a delightful surprise and I really do reccomend it; it's just the right kind of stupid that everyone
can enjoy at some level so big, BIG thumbs up from me.

Enjoy :)
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